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Welcome 
Welcome to the Faculty of Science Agriculture and Engineering (SAgE) 2022-23 Postgraduate 

Researcher Development Programme (PGRDP) designed to offer high quality personal, professional 

and career development opportunities. The programme is designed to complement and enhance the 

subject level provisions in your School. It allows you to develop your transferrable skills, support 

your development into an independent researcher and provide opportunities for your career 

development. 

Our approach to training is to emphasise that one size does not fit all and that programme 

workshops are only a part of how researchers develop their skills. We therefore promote further 

opportunities to apply the skills learnt and gain experience in practice – keep an eye out for the 

weekly update e-mail. 

Here, you will find a summary of how the programme operates. This document includes information 

on the diverse training opportunities provided within the programme, guidance on choosing training 

activities and instructions on how to book yourself onto them. 

Newcastle University supports the Concordat for Researcher Development (The Concordat) to 

promote and support researchers in their professional development. The Concordat encourages 

researchers to engage in 10 days professional development training per year; an allowance for 

researchers to develop their professional competencies and gain experience to support their future 

career. 

I look forward to meeting you over the next year. 

Dr Gail de Blaquière 

Senior Lecturer in Postgraduate Skills Development 

Faculty of Science, Agriculture & Engineering 
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Programme Information 
The essential purpose of a research degree programme is a period of training in research and the 

generation of an original piece of work. The Researcher Development Programme is designed to 

help you develop skills which will improve your effectiveness as a researcher but also develop your 

personal, professional and career management skills. The SAgE Faculty has a diverse student body 

and your individual training needs will differ. You are expected to undertake an assessment of your 

own training and development needs at the start of your studies and identify appropriate 

activities with support from your Supervisor. You should also periodically review this. 

For any postgraduate researcher (PGR), training needs will cover technical elements, specific to the 

individual and the particular research project, and as well as their personal and professional 

development requirements. Training in the technical elements is largely delivered at the research 

group level by the supervisory team with contributions from other research group members. 

Technical staff, research associates and more experienced research students will often provide 

hands-on training in research techniques. Research students can also draw on modules from the 

university’s taught postgraduate suite for discipline-related skills and knowledge.  

Personal and professional skills training is largely delivered by the SAgE Faculty programme. This 

complements subject-specific development training and builds on support provided by the 

supervisory team and the broader research environment. Development as a professional involves 

more than building your research profile and research skills. The programme provides workshops 

and activities that will build generic skills, develop confidence in and the ability to articulate your 

own abilities. Broader professional development is becoming increasingly significant as employers 

look for researchers who can ‘add value’ to their organisations. 

In 2022/23 we will be offering a mixture of synchronous workshops online via Zoom and in person 

on Campus as well as access to online courses and materials hosted on our Canvas (our virtual 

learning environment). 

Workshops and Online training materials are grouped into the following themes: 

• Induction (and information for continuing students) 

• Careers & Employability 

• Communication & Impact (including Teaching) 

• Digital Skills and Software 

• Information Skills, Writing and Publishing 

• Personal Effectiveness 

• Research Computing & Data Science 

• Research Degree Essentials 

• Social, Wellbeing & Events 

Researcher Development Framework 

The Researcher Development Framework (RDF) is a professional development framework for 

planning, promoting and supporting the personal, professional and career development of 

researchers in higher education.  

https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/48841
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/48841
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/careers-and-employability
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/communication-and-impact-including-teaching
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/digital-skills
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/information-skills-writing-and-publishing
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/personal-effectiveness
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/research-computing-and-data-science
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/research-degree-essentials
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/social-wellbeing-and-events
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https://www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers-professional-development/about-the-vitae-researcher-

development-framework/developing-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework . 

The RDF describes the knowledge, behaviours and attitudes of researchers and encourages them to 

aspire to excellence through achieving higher levels of development  

The RDF has been used to categorise all workshops and activities in the SAgE Faculty Researcher 

Development Programme. They are designed to introduce students to information, skills and 

behaviours which will positively impact on your experience, research performance and career 

development. 

The RDF is structured into four domains each with three sub-domains: 

• Domain A: Knowledge and intellectual abilities: The knowledge, intellectual abilities and 

techniques to do research   

• Domain B: Personal effectiveness: The personal qualities and approach to be an effective 

researcher 

• Domain C: Research governance and organisation: Knowledge of the professional standards 

and requirements to do research 

• Domain D: Engagement, influence and impact: The knowledge and skills to work with 

others to ensure the wider impact of research 

 

  

https://www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers-professional-development/about-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework/developing-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework
https://www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers-professional-development/about-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework/developing-the-vitae-researcher-development-framework
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Canvas 

The Researcher Development Programme has a Canvas site which supports the programme and 

contains workshops resources, recordings and online materials and should be your first point of call 

for information. This can be found at https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016  

All PGRs in the SAgE Faculty should be automatically enrolled on the SAgE Postgraduate Researcher 

Development Canvas community. If you have difficulty accessing the site email pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk 

 

Several other modules useful to postgraduate researchers can also be found on Canvas including: 

Induction  

Induction for new postgraduate researchers is in three parts and engagement is required with all 

elements. 

1. Online modules which cover important information relevant to postgraduate research 

students across the University which can be viewed in your own time. 

2. The in person Faculty of Science, Agriculture & Engineering Induction for New Research 

Students complements this and will focus more on the academic elements of undertaking a 

research degree.   

3. Your School will also provide you with a local level introduction and provide important 

information about key people, procedures and resources which you should make sure you 

familiarise yourself with.  

4. If you are studying in a cohort training centre (Centre for Doctoral Training/ Doctoral 

Training Partnership) you may have additional Induction events. 

Full details and booking information can be found at the Induction Canvas Community at 

https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/48841 SAgE PGRs should be automatically enrolled. 

Careers for Researchers 

Careers for Researchers offers open access to a flexible programme of career development 

resources to support and complement activities delivered by the Careers Service in your faculty and 

centrally. Access at https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/32925 

https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016
mailto:pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/48841
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/32925
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ILTHE 

The Introduction to Learning and Teaching in Higher Education (ILTHE) workshop is a course that 

provides an opportunity for those with no or very limited teaching experience to explore the main 

ideas and issues relating to learning and teaching in Higher Education in a supportive environment. 

Part 1 is a self-paced Canvas course - introduces teaching at Newcastle University, how to design 

sessions, assessment, feedback, evaluating teaching and workshop preparation. To self-enrol on 

ILTHE Part 1 go to https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/76D8XC The online materials should be 

completed before attending the workshop. 

NU Workplace Essentials 

NU Workplace essentials provides a series of online courses that should be completed by 

postgraduate researchers at the start of their research degree in the following categories: 

• University Essentials 

• Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Essentials 

• Culture and Wellbeing Essentials 

• Health and Safety Essentials 

Access at https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/M8RRKH 

SAgE PGRDP Library Information Skills 

Four online modules can be accessed via Canvas via self-enrolment on the SAgE PGRDP Information 

Skills course. Access at https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/MJ9EBA. 

• Finding Information 

• Managing Information 

• 21st Century Researcher 

• Data-led searching 

NCL Workshops 

Live events whether they are being held in person or  are online workshops via Zoom are booked via 

the NCL Workshops site. The Faculty of Science, Agriculture & Engineering button on the front page 

shows all upcoming workshops organised specifically for the programme 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/public/sage/ However, if you sign in you can also search workshops 

from the other available programmes e.g. FMS, HASS, ILTHE, Languages, Wellbeing, Engagement and 

Career Service sessions. Workshops are shown in a calendar view and are filterable by programme, 

RDF category and name. 

 

https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/76D8XC
https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/MJ9EBA
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/public/sage/
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NU Reflect  

Your NU Reflect account is where you are expected to maintain records of your supervision and your 
progress throughout your research degree. It is also a means of planning, developing and recording 
both generic and research skills. NU Reflect is designed to support reflective practice and skills 
development and you should ensure it is up-to date.  

NU Reflect can be accessed at https://reflect.ncl.ac.uk (or via “NU Reflect” in Canvas menus). Further 
information on using NU Reflect can be found at https://www.ncl.ac.uk/learning-and-
teaching/digital-technologies/nureflect/  

 

The “My Learning” section includes: 

• Your reflections / posts, which can optionally be linked with skills  

The "People" section includes: 

• View your Supervisors  

• Record and view your supervisory meetings 

The "Progress" section includes:  

• My Skills – including the Research Development Framework 

• Training Needs Analysis (PGR only)  

• Links to the PGR Code of Practice and eBooking (PGR workshops) Websites. 

Postgraduate Research (PGR) Training Centre 

The programme has a dedicated PGR suite of training rooms on the 6th Floor of the Henry Daysh 

Building (specifically in HDB.6.16 PGR Training Space and HDB.6.19 PGR Learning Lab). The majority 

of in person training will take place in these rooms. 

Attendances: These rooms have a smart card reader. Swiping your University card against this 

reader will feed into the workshops booking system to confirm you have attended the session. The 

scanners in both the PGR Training Room (6.16) and PGR Learning Lab (6.19) are set up to recognise 

your card 15 minutes before the start until 15 minutes after the start of a scheduled session. If you 

scan your card outside of these times, it will not work.  

 

https://reflect.ncl.ac.uk/
https://portfolio.ncl.ac.uk/
https://www.ncl.ac.uk/learning-and-teaching/digital-technologies/nureflect/
https://www.ncl.ac.uk/learning-and-teaching/digital-technologies/nureflect/
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Researcher Development Programme Overview 
Please check the Canvas community site https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016  or the online 

booking system https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/ for the latest information. Details may change and 

additional sessions will be added throughout the year. 

The programme is designed to be simple to access. To get the most out of it, and to maximise your 

own personal and professional development, you need only follow a few simple steps: 

• Assess your current skills against the Researcher Development Framework using the Training 

Needs Analysis (TNA) section on NU Reflect (which includes a tutorial on the process) 

https://reflect.ncl.ac.uk/progress/tna/. You should carry out your skills audit early in your 

research degree programme and should seek advice from your supervisory team when doing 

it.  Advice on auditing your skills can also be found on the Vitae Researchers Portal 

https://www.vitae.ac.uk/ 

• Where you recognise gaps in your skills, or areas where your skills could be improved, 

identify which workshops or other events would best address your professional 

development needs (the TNA section of ePortfolio will suggest upcoming activities which 

may help or you can browse the entire programme at https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/ ). All 

activities are categorised under the domains of the RDF. There are also additional School-

based development activities from which to choose. The programme of workshops and 

other activities that you identify becomes your own Personal Development Plan (PDP). You 

should upload your initial TNA/PDP as part of the project proposal process to demonstrate 

that you have or can obtain the necessary skills to carry out your research project. 

• Book yourself onto the relevant workshops and events via the online booking system at 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/  which is used by all three Faculties. Please note: You can only 

book a maximum of 6 workshops at any one time (once you have attended a booked 

workshop you will be able to book another). You can subscribe to a Calendar feed of your 

Workshop bookings – this requires a one-off set-up. 

• Attend the workshop or event with your Smartcard so that your presence can be recorded. 

Your record will show as unattended until the data is uploaded overnight. Workshop 

attendances feed automatically into NUReflect.  

• You can download a pdf transcript of your workshop attendances for use at Annual 

Progression. To allow flexibility for different start dates and progression dates you can 

specify a date range for your list of workshops.  

D  

 

 

https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/
https://reflect.ncl.ac.uk/progress/tna/
https://www.vitae.ac.uk/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/
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• You will receive an email inviting you to complete an online feedback questionnaire 

whenever your attendance has been recorded. The questionnaire is anonymous and your 

answers will be used to provide essential information on the quality of the workshops 

provided.  Informed and constructive feedback will help us to monitor, evaluate and modify 

the programme.  The mean rating (out of 5) is included within the workshop description. 

• Periodically revisit and revise your Training Needs Analysis and Personal Development Plan. 

If you have a particular training need which does not appear to be satisfied by the SAgE Researcher 

Development Programme (not specific research techniques) please contact the programme manager 

– Gail.de-Blaquiere@ncl.ac.uk 

Accessibility and Disability 

If you have any queries or individual needs in the areas of access, mobility, communication or 

workshop materials or have any dietary requirements please let the team know at pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk 

Project Approval Process and Annual Progression 

You will be required to carry out a training needs analysis and create a personal development plan as 

part of the project approval process. This is designed to show how you will obtain or develop the 

skills required to carry out your research and develop as a researcher.  

Students registered on postgraduate research programmes submit a progress report as part of the 

Annual Progression process. This report should include evidence of your training/development as a 

researcher.  

Part Time Students or those involved in long-term fieldwork 

Part-time students are welcome to attend any session many of which are offered online via Zoom so 

do not require attending the campus. There are also asynchronous online courses accessed via 

Canvas which can be worked through in your own time. These resources are added over the year so 

please keep checking back. However, please contact us with any problems accessing appropriate 

training. 

The three Faculty training programmes also join up to arrange specific networking and training 

sessions for part-time PGRs. The next date for the 22/23 academic year is Saturday 21st January 2023 

at 10 am. Book at https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/view/book/modal/50423/ 

Professionalism 
You are expected to identify courses which will be most appropriate for your personal training needs 

and to manage your own diary in a professional manner. You will receive e-mail reminders on 

booking and in advance of the workshop. If you can no longer attend please remove your booking as 

far in advance as possible. Persistent lateness or non-attendance will result in the removal of access 

to the online-booking system. 

In making a booking you are: 

• Agreeing to arrive on time for the course to avoid disruption 

• Committing yourself to attend the course or workshop for its full duration 

• Indicating that you will participate in activities taking place as part of the course 

• Agreeing to undertake any pre-requisite activities as requested 

mailto:Gail.de-Blaquiere@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/view/book/modal/50423/
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Data Protection 

The PGRDP team accesses your information to enable us to monitor and record attendance, assign 

the workshop credits associated to your research training portfolio and to carry out our functions as 

an education provider see https://www.ncl.ac.uk/data.protection/informationforstudents/ 

PGRDP Credit Requirements 

All workshops, activities and events in the Researcher Development Programme carry a PGRDP 

credit value which correlates with the time commitment involved. You can register for as many 

credits as you feel are appropriate for your own needs. There is no upper limit. However, you will be 

expected to have demonstrated your commitment to your own development by participating as 

follows: 

Degree Study Type Stage Max School Credits 
as part of total 

PGRDP Credits Required 

PhD Full Time 1 20 60 

PhD Full Time 2 20 40 

PhD Full Time 3 0 0 

PhD Part Time 1 10 30 

PhD Part Time 2 10 30 

PhD Part Time 3 10 20 

PhD Part Time 4 10 20 

PhD Part Time 5 0 0 

PhD Part Time 6 0 0 

IPhD Full Time 1 0 0 

IPhD Full Time 2 20 60 

IPhD Full Time 3 20 40 

IPhD Full Time 4 0 0 

Combined PhD - All 50 in total 100 in total 

MPhil Full Time 1 20 60 

MPhil Part Time 1 10 40 

MPhil Part Time 2 10 20 

PhD/MPhil Staff Candidate All 0 0 

The diminishing target in successive years reflects the anticipation that, as your research advances, 

you and your supervisory team will identify and take part in, an increasing range of other 

appropriate development activities. Staff Candidates are expected to engage with either the 

organisational development or researcher development provision as appropriate. 

Cohort Training Model requirements 

Students registered on a PhD as a part of a cohort training model will usually have designated training 

pathways e.g. EPSRC Centres for Doctoral Training and NERC Doctoral Training Partnerships. You may 

be able to claim PGRDP credits for transferable skills modules or other activities undertaken as part 

of their programme. Students should consult their specific programme handbook in the first instance. 

https://www.ncl.ac.uk/data.protection/informationforstudents/
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School PGRDP Credits 

Designated development activities can also be undertaken within your School and can count 

towards your annual PGRDP Credit total (up to a maximum number of credits – see above). This list 

of activities has been agreed by the Faculty Postgraduate Research Committee for the entire 

Faculty of Science, Agriculture and Engineering. 

Log in to the booking system and choose “Extra Credits” from the menu in the top left. Each eligible 

activity is listed in the drop down menu . 

Select the specific activity you have completed: 

• Conference poster presentation (5) 

• Conference oral presentation (10) 

• In-sessional English (5) 

• Journal Club/ Seminar Series Attendance (5) 

• Journal Club/ Seminar Presentation (5) 

• Journal Club/ Seminar Organisation (10) 

• Masters Module Attendance (10) 

• PG Student Rep School/Faculty (5) 

• Publication (5) 

• School Conference Poster Presentation (5) 

• School Conference Oral Presentation (5) 

• School Conference Organisation (10) 

• Teaching/ Tutorial/ Demonstrating (5) 

These School PGRDP credits will be automatically registered and will show in the extra credits 

section of the downloadable pdf transcript of your training. 

Remember: Each activity can be only be awarded PGRDP credits once during your research degree. 

Individual Project 

You can also claim PGRDP credits for development activities undertaken outside the Researcher 

Development Programme via the extra credits tab. This is a way to record a unique training 

opportunity or activity which leads to you own personal or career development. Please ensure you 

describe how the specific activity developed your transferable skills (not research skills) and upload 

some documentary evidence. Transferable skills are those acquired through any activity that can be 

applied in other situations e.g., communication skills or team-working. These wider range of skills 

will be useful to you as you progress through your career whether you choose to stay in academia or 

pursue a career outside of research. You can upload files associated with the activity as evidence.  
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Workshop Information 

Careers and Employability 

Title More information & Booking Link 

Applying for Research Funding: Getting 
Started 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/b7ad3dea-30e5-47/ 

Building your Job Search Strategy https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/e52fd715-aa53-45/ 

Career Conversations with Doctoral 
Graduates 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/60aab5d3-e5ee-4d/ 

Career Planning Part 1 https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/60389427-ca27-4e/ 

Career Planning Part 2 https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/57cac041-53fa-4f/ 

CV Writing For PGRs https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/c94ed454-ae47-45/ 

Funding & Impact: How they fit with 
your research career 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/18bbc86b-a986-49/ 

Introduction to Leadership https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/e849f223-132a-40/ 

Introduction to the Careers Service https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/adbf5c8a-c09c-43/ 

LinkedIn for PGRs https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/c417269f-d8eb-42/ 

Making the most of your PhD https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/75319a21-9731-4e/ 

Simply Assertive https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/38f2af08-e16a-49/ 

Succeeding at Interview https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/fe7be138-ec3a-46/ 

Writing Persuasive Applications https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/a59742a1-b081-4e/ 

Communication & Impact (including Teaching) 

Title More information & Booking Link 
Brilliant Club: The Scholars Programme https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/fms/brilliantclub/ 

Delivery Skills https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/edf07187-08e2-43/ 

Designing an Effective Research Poster https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/88e5b516-f958-45/ 

Evidencing Learning and Teaching 
Scheme (Postgrads who teach) 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/view/book/modal/50414/  

How to build a presentation step by 
step 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/f6f48648-7de8-47/ 

Introduction to Teaching and Learning 
in Higher Education 

Canvas: https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/76D8XC 
Workshops: https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/public/ILTH-
F2F/  

Impact through Engagement 
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/view/interest/modal/5074
5/  

Interdisciplinarity and Working 
Collaboratively in Research 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/cddb73c4-dd2a-47/ 

Introduction to Public Engagement https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/cd72680f-a898-4e/ 

Introduction to Science Communication https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24431/ 

No more Death by PowerPoint https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/8f447d11-3e49-43/ 

Open Access Publishing https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/4bf158bb-f211-42/ 

Policy – Introduction to Westminster https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/640c2e69-4030-47/ 

Open Research https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/2c224a31-1a4e-40/ 

Presentation Skills One to Ones https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24392/ 

Social Media for Researchers https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/855c8f76-b8ff-4e/ 

  

https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/careers-and-employability
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/b7ad3dea-30e5-47/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/e52fd715-aa53-45/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/60aab5d3-e5ee-4d/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/60389427-ca27-4e/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/57cac041-53fa-4f/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/c94ed454-ae47-45/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/18bbc86b-a986-49/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/e849f223-132a-40/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/adbf5c8a-c09c-43/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/c417269f-d8eb-42/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/75319a21-9731-4e/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/38f2af08-e16a-49/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/fe7be138-ec3a-46/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/a59742a1-b081-4e/
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/communication-and-impact-including-teaching
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/fms/brilliantclub/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/edf07187-08e2-43/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/88e5b516-f958-45/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/view/book/modal/50414/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/f6f48648-7de8-47/
https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/76D8XC
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/public/ILTH-F2F/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/public/ILTH-F2F/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/view/interest/modal/50745/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/view/interest/modal/50745/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/cddb73c4-dd2a-47/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/cd72680f-a898-4e/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24431/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/8f447d11-3e49-43/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/4bf158bb-f211-42/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/640c2e69-4030-47/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/2c224a31-1a4e-40/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24392/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/855c8f76-b8ff-4e/
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Digital Skills & Software 

Title More information & Booking Link 
Advanced Document Management https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24421/ 

Advanced LaTeX https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/5bf4cbd6-54d1-4c/ 

Creating Academic Posters https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24420/ 

Data Handling & Spreadsheet Skills https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24418/ 

Document Management: Content & 
Layout 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24415/ 

Document Management: Images & 
Tables 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24416/ 

Introduction to Nvivo https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/3b1bef9d-63e8-4c/ 

Managing Long Documents https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24423/ 

Matlab https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/526626f4-2a22-4a/ 

Presentations in PowerPoint https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24422/ 

Writing Your Thesis in LaTeX https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/0863c991-4460-40/ 

Information Skills, Writing and Publishing 

Title More information & Booking Link 
21st Century Researcher (Canvas) https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/MJ9EBA 

Academic Writing https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/e39df08e-f2cb-4b/ 

Data-led searching (Canvas) https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/MJ9EBA 

Finding Information (Canvas) https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/MJ9EBA 

Find, reuse and cite secondary data 
sources 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/541ed8b9-b26a-49/ 

Introduction to the Library & Academic 
Skills 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/5f4bb811-39ee-46/ 

Literature Review https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/e3ea0fb8-0fcc-49/ 

Managing Information (Canvas) https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/MJ9EBA 

Writing for Publication https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/67662c45-6134-45/ 

Personal Effectiveness 

Title More information & Booking Link 

Coping with Imposter Syndrome https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/hass/25431/ 

Creativity and Problem Solving  https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/524fe31b-9363-4a/ 

Designing an Effective Research Poster https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/88e5b516-f958-45/ 

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion in 
Research 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/92fe6231-3173-49/ 

Interdisciplinarity and Working 
Collaboratively in Research 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/cddb73c4-dd2a-47/ 

Manage Your Project - Manage Your 
Time 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/32270549-8f43-40/ 

Managing Your Supervisor https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/398b8a05-2e4e-43/ 

Motivation and Resilience: The Inner 
Game 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/7e335760-c9d3-46/ 

Networking Essentials https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/4bd7c25a-fa00-44/ 

NU Reflect and Personal Development 
Planning 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/reflect/ 

Newcastle Leadership Programme https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/9da46596-c7b2-4a/ 

https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/digital-skills
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24421/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/5bf4cbd6-54d1-4c/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24420/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24418/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24415/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24416/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/3b1bef9d-63e8-4c/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24423/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/526626f4-2a22-4a/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24422/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/0863c991-4460-40/
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/information-skills-writing-and-publishing
https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/MJ9EBA
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/e39df08e-f2cb-4b/
https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/MJ9EBA
https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/MJ9EBA
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/541ed8b9-b26a-49/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/5f4bb811-39ee-46/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/e3ea0fb8-0fcc-49/
https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/MJ9EBA
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/67662c45-6134-45/
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/personal-effectiveness
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/hass/25431/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/524fe31b-9363-4a/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/88e5b516-f958-45/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/92fe6231-3173-49/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/cddb73c4-dd2a-47/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/32270549-8f43-40/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/398b8a05-2e4e-43/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/7e335760-c9d3-46/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/4bd7c25a-fa00-44/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/reflect/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/9da46596-c7b2-4a/
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Unofficially Supervising https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/8ded3a98-9bab-44/ 

Research Computing & Data Science 

Title More information & Booking Link 
Getting Started with IBM SPSS Statistics 
for beginners 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/25286/ 

Getting started with Rocket HPC https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/2ada1180-dc41-45/ 

Getting Started with the SAS system https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/fms/sas/  

Introduction to data management (for 
new PGRs) 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/71950d4a-61a7-42/ 

Introduction to R https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24124/ 

Programming with R https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/f930882c-0bf0-4a/ 

Software Carpentry https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/d72feb82-332c-47/ 

SPSS Advanced https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/fms/spssplus/  

Statistical Modelling with R https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/877725e4-5894-46/ 

Where does all the research data go? 
How to archive and share research data 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/8005168d-c234-44/ 

 

Research Degree Essentials 

Title More information & Booking Link 
Biological safety and genetic 
modification (GM) 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/25489/ 

Chemical Safety & COSSH https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24413/ 

Ethical Researcher 1 - Ethical Approval 
for Research Projects 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/5863d0b9-bc15-47/ 

Ethical Researcher 2: Fundamentals of 
Research Ethics 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/14233120-bf85-4d/ 

Ethical Researcher 3: Ethics of Research 
Integrity 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/7624a721-6de5-46/ 

Excellent Researcher https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/b05aea5d-6205-47/ 

Finalising Your Research Degree - 
Practical Steps 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/b7d118a2-e58e-40/ 

First Aid https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/fc0782ad-1e41-4b/ 

First Year Processes - Writing Your 
Research Project Proposal and 
Progression 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/e656e053-3ccc-41/ 

Health & Safety and Risk Assessment https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/25488/ 

Intellectual Property for Researchers https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/bd9696b2-eb75-4d/ 

Managing Your PhD https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/a5999ac4-7951-4f/ 

Preparing for Your Doctoral Viva https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24449/ 

Travel Abroad https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/25490/ 

 

  

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/8ded3a98-9bab-44/
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/research-computing-and-data-science
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/25286/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/2ada1180-dc41-45/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/fms/sas/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/71950d4a-61a7-42/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24124/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/f930882c-0bf0-4a/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/d72feb82-332c-47/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/fms/spssplus/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/877725e4-5894-46/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/8005168d-c234-44/
https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/research-degree-essentials
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/25489/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24413/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/5863d0b9-bc15-47/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/14233120-bf85-4d/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/7624a721-6de5-46/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/b05aea5d-6205-47/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/b7d118a2-e58e-40/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/fc0782ad-1e41-4b/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/e656e053-3ccc-41/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/25488/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/bd9696b2-eb75-4d/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/a5999ac4-7951-4f/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/24449/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/sage/25490/
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Social, Wellbeing & Events 

Title More information & Booking Link 

Anxiety and Presentations https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/ceaec06f-bf9a-41/  

Anxiety and Seminars https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/c0bcc746-bf94-42/  

Assertion – how to communicate 
well and improve relationships 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/a90f2fd5-140c-42/  

Bereavement and Loss (Part 1) https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/hass/1ec4bb42-2b7c-4f/  

Bereavement and Loss (Part 2) https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/1ca344aa-c488-40/  

Food and Mood https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/67f19df0-29b8-45/  

How to Sleep https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/HowToSleep/  

Managing Interpersonal Conflict in 
Group Work 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/159b4a61-87c0-4d/  

PT PGR workshops https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/hass/25410/ 

Self-Compassion https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/6a96d2a4-7e8e-42/  

Understanding how to attend to 
stress and anxiety – a compassionate 
approach 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/9cd4e886-1679-49/  

  

https://ncl.instructure.com/courses/43016/pages/social-wellbeing-and-events
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/ceaec06f-bf9a-41/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/c0bcc746-bf94-42/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/a90f2fd5-140c-42/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/hass/1ec4bb42-2b7c-4f/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/1ca344aa-c488-40/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/67f19df0-29b8-45/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/HowToSleep/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/159b4a61-87c0-4d/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/hass/25410/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/6a96d2a4-7e8e-42/
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/wellbeing/9cd4e886-1679-49/
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Additional Training Opportunities 
We send out a weekly update e-mail to notify you of news, information, changes to the 

development programme and additional Newcastle University training and development 

opportunities that may be of interest. 

PGRDP-external mailing lists 

We are also informed of additional external training and development opportunities that may be of 

interest to PG Researchers. To enable us to contact you with these additional opportunities we have 

set up a mailing list: pgrdp-external@newcastle.ac.uk All PG researchers will be added to this mailing 

list but there is the opportunity to unsubscribe at any time by e-mailing pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk  

HASS and FMS Researcher development programmes 

Research students can browse and book those workshops from the Faculty of Humanities and Social 

Sciences (HASS) or Faculty of Medical Sciences (FMS), which have been made available to all 

research students by selecting the appropriate programme on the online booking system 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk 

Faculty of Medical Sciences Research Student Development programme 

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/fms/postgrad/skills/index.htm 

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences Researcher Development programme 

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/hss/learning/postgraduate/training/ 

PGRDP credits for these sessions can be claimed by contacting pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk if not allocated 

automatically. 

Other parts of the University also programmes use the NCL Booking system and make their 

programmes available to Postgraduate Researchers including: 

• Careers Service 

• Engagement (FMS and University) 

• Language Resource Centre 

• Student Wellbeing 

Taught Modules 

You may be able to take a taught Masters module, subject to the approval of the module leader. 

Information on the content of taught modules can be found at https://www.ncl.ac.uk/module-

catalogue/  These are normally “audited” (not assessed) and count towards your School approved 

credits. Some modules may also have recorded versions for auditing so check with your School.  

Introduction to Learning and Teaching in HE (ILTHE) 

The Introduction to Learning and Teaching in Higher Education (ILTHE) workshop is a blended 

learning course that provides an opportunity for those with no or very limited teaching experience 

to explore some of the main ideas and issues relating to learning and teaching in Higher Education in 

a supportive environment. It aims to provide participants with the necessary practical skills and 

knowledge to enable them to begin teaching and supporting learning at Newcastle University with 

confidence and enthusiasm.  

mailto:pgrdp-external@newcastle.ac.u
mailto:pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/
http://www.ncl.ac.uk/fms/postgrad/skills/index.htm
http://www.ncl.ac.uk/fms/postgrad/skills/index.htm
http://www.ncl.ac.uk/hss/learning/postgraduate/training/
http://www.ncl.ac.uk/hss/learning/postgraduate/training/
mailto:pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk
https://www.ncl.ac.uk/module-catalogue/
https://www.ncl.ac.uk/module-catalogue/
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ILTHE has been designed for those who have infrequent demonstrating and/ or teaching 

responsibilities at Newcastle University. Please engage with this training prior to starting your 

teaching/ demonstrating role. If you have already begun your role, please ensure that you receive an 

induction from the module leader responsible for the teaching/ demonstrating you undertake so 

that you are clear about your role and its expectations. For more guidance about your role and the 

role of your School in supporting you, please see the Postgraduates who Teach Policy 

(http://www.ncl.ac.uk/ltds/assets/documents/qsh-pgswhoteach-pol.pdf ). 

Workshop Content & Details  

ILTHE has two parts.  Part 1 is an online Canvas course which lays the foundation for Part 2 an in-

person workshop. The Canvas online material should be completed before attending the workshop. 

Once completed, ILTHE will make participants eligible to teach at Newcastle University even if the 

nature of this teaching should change in the future. 

ILTHE Part 1 self-paced Canvas course - introduces teaching at Newcastle University, how to design 

sessions, assessment, feedback, evaluating teaching and workshop preparation. To self-enrol on 

ILTHE Part 1 go to https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/76D8XC The online materials will take 4-6 

hours to work through and should be completed before attending the workshop. 

ILTHE Part 2 Present in person – Full one-day workshop with group work and discussion to develop 

skills in teaching techniques, classroom dynamics, questioning techniques and assessing and giving 

feedback. Participants will be expected to prepare and lead/ manage a short teaching episode 

(sometimes called ‘micro teaching’) as part of this workshop. To register for ILTHE workshop go to 

https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/  and select ILTHE under the Academic Development heading.  See 

Workshops for a full list of dates and session timings. 

For further information go to: https://www.ncl.ac.uk/learning-and-teaching/professional-

development/ilthe  

Evidencing Learning and Teaching Skills (ELTS) 

Postgraduates who teach: Applying for recognition as an Associate Fellow of the HEA through the 

Evidencing Learning and Teaching Skills (ELTS) scheme 

• Are you interested in teaching as a way of developing your skills portfolio?  

• Do you teach at Newcastle University already?  

• Will you be teaching here in the near future?  

• Have you already completed the blended learning ILTHE workshops and are looking for 
further opportunities in relation to learning and teaching?  

If so, you should attend and consider applying for recognition as an Associate Fellow of the Higher 

Education Academy via ELTS.  

A briefing session is being held on 07/12/2022 to provide more detailed information. Book at 
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/view/book/modal/50414/ 
 
If you are interested in applying to the ELTS scheme, please complete the following form at 
https://forms.ncl.ac.uk/view.php?id=5673449 You must have your supervisor’s permission.  
 
Once your application has been reviewed you will be notified with details and when your workshops 
are scheduled.  

https://ncl.instructure.com/enroll/76D8XC
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/
https://www.ncl.ac.uk/learning-and-teaching/professional-development/ilthe
https://www.ncl.ac.uk/learning-and-teaching/professional-development/ilthe
https://workshops.ncl.ac.uk/view/book/modal/50414/
https://forms.ncl.ac.uk/view.php?id=5673449
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Useful Contacts and Information 

Programme Team 

 Senior Lecturer in Postgraduate Skills 

Development 

Faculty Learning & Teaching Assistant 

Name Gail de Blaquière Angela McLaughlin 

Email Gail.de-Blaquiere@ncl.ac.uk. pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk 

 

Enquiries: For general enquiries regarding the Postgraduate Researcher Development Programme 

please use pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk 

School Postgraduate Administration Contacts 

School  Contact E-mail address 

Computing Science 
Catherine McAndrew  

Emma Thompson 

 

computing.pgradmin@newcastle.ac.uk 

Engineering Melissa Ware 

SoE.PGR.MarTech@ncl.ac.uk 

SoE.PGR.MechEng@ncl.ac.uk 

SoE.PGR.ChemEng@ncl.ac.uk 

SoE.PGR.CivilEngGeomatics@ncl.ac.uk 

SoE.PGR.ElecEng@ncl.ac.uk 

soe.pgr.civilenggeomatics@newcastle.ac.uk 

 

Mathematics, 

Statistics and 

Physics 

Emma Rose maths.physics.pg@ncl.ac.uk  

Natural and 

Environmental 

Science  

Olivia Colborn (Biology, 

Marine Science, Geosciences) 

Alison Rowntree (Agriculture) 

tbc (Chemistry) 

snes.pgr.support@newcastle.ac.uk  

NU Singapore Halimah Hassan  newriis.research@newcastle.ac.uk 

 

 

mailto:g.e.de.blaquiere@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:pgrdp@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:computing.pgradmin@newcastle.ac.uk
mailto:SoE.PGR.MarTech@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:SoE.PGR.MechEng@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:SoE.PGR.ChemEng@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:SoE.PGR.CivilEngGeomatics@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:SoE.PGR.ElecEng@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:soe.pgr.civilenggeomatics@newcastle.ac.uk
mailto:maths.physics.pg@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:snes.pgr.support@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:newriis.research@newcastle.ac.uk

